BIOTOURS
CURATED INSIGHTS FOR
CHANGEMAKER BUSINESSES
WORKING FOR SUSTAINABLE FUTURES.
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INTRODUCTION
Hello, we’re Ceneic - a new kind of agency that exists to help businesses
become more literate in the world of biodesign, connect with the innovators
in industry-shifting biotechnology and implement circular economy practices
into the fabric of their business.
(Ordinarily) we’re based out of Open Cell, London’s community and facility
space for emerging biodesign, biotech, research, and communication - which
has helped us germinate a network of expert designers, artists, engineers,
scientists, and systems thinkers. You may have already visited Biodesign Here
Now which we co-produced for Open Cell during London Design Festival or
seen one of our window commissions in Westfield London.
Our conversations with businesses found that they were looking for an
opportunity to get up to speed with the mass of innovations happening,
often under-the-radar in a bespoke, concise format.
Allow us to introduce BIOTOURS - curated experiences illuminating
businesses on the trends, insights and influencers driving biodesign,
biotechnology, circularity and sustainability.
First of all - let’s address the slight logistical problem! Our initial discussions
with businesses revealed that they valued an ‘immersive’ approach
incorporating information, workshops and meetings face-to-face over an
intensive period. We’re happy to work with you to schedule something for
late 2020 and beyond, however we can also provide a more immediate
digital service via virtual meetings and bespoke reports.
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THE NEW FRONTIER
BIODESIGN
BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIO MATERIAL
CIRCULARITY
SUSTAINABILITY
REGENERATIVE DESIGN
CIRCULAR ECONOMIES
DOUGHNUT ECONOMIES
FROM GLOBAL > LOCAL
REGENERATION
ZERO-WASTE
CARBON NEUTRAL
ZERO-CARBON
CLEAN ENERGY
GREEN ENERGY
CARBON CAPTURE
MATERIAL INNOVATION
BIOMIMICRY
CSR
PURPOSE-LED BUSINESS
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
THE GREEN NEW DEAL
You may be familiar with one or none of these topics that have
exploded in the past decade. You may be 5 years into your own
carbon-neutral commitment or starting to gradually implement
change. The opportunities are vast....
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WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES?
Circular-, bio-, regenerative- design has the capacity to re-shape ‘business as usual’, put ambitious
plans like the ‘Green New Deal’ in practice and prepare for a better ‘post-normal’.
Biotours are designed to connect the dots between concepts and real-world application, speculative
possibilities and practice across broad aspects of business.

REDUCE THE
CARBON
FOOTPRINT OF
YOUR BUSINESS
ACTIVITIES

MARVEL AT THE
POSSIBILITY
OF SYNTHETIC
BIOLOGY TO
REPLACE TOXIC
MATERIALS

SHRINK WASTE
ACROSS YOUR
ENTIRE SUPPLY
CHAIN

DISCOVER
NEW PRODUCT
CATEGORIES
EMERGING
FROM NOVEL
TECHNOLOGIES

IMPROVE
WORKPLACE
WELLBEING WITH
SELF-CLEANING
BUILDING
MATERIALS

EXPLORE HOW
DNA DATA
STORAGE CAN
REVOLUTIONISE
HOW WE HANDLE
INFORMATION

CREATE RETAIL,
EXPERIENTIAL
AND OFFICE
ENVIRONMENTS
CLOSER TO
NATURE

EXPLORE HOW
21st CENTURY
FARMING
RELATES TO
FOOD, FIBRE
AND FASHION
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WHO’S ALREADY ENGAGED?
Businesses across the globe are already planning for a more sustainable future whether it’s setting
zero-waste or carbon-neutral goals or experimenting with alternative methods of production.
Sustainable design is impacting every industry from architecture to FMCG, automotive to b2b
distribution.

Arup
Buildings from crops

North Face
Trialling synthetic biology
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Airbus
Taking lessons from biomimicry

adidas
Ocean plastic for footwear

Lego

Nestle

Exploring bioplastic alternatives

Using AI for product innovation

Gucci

Global FMCG

Going Carbon neutral

Commit to refillable packaging

THE GLOBAL STATE OF PLAY
IN 2019 ‘SUSTAINABILITY’ LEVELLED UP...

“Former Google CEO Eric Schmidt
believes biology is the next frontier in
computing.”

“The Rise Of Biodesign - Growing Our
Way To A More Sustainable Future.”

“Biology as technology will reinvent
trillion-dollar industries.”
“Gucci has announced that its effort
on sustainability is now entirely carbon neutral.”

“From mushroom leather to nut buttons, 7 sustainable new fabrics that
will soon be in your wardrobe.”
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….AND 2020 NEEDS IT ALL THE MORE.
“Sustainability as a marketing tool will
go—inherent sustainability will stay.”

“Wealthy investors in Asia are showing more interest in sustainable investment as the pandemic focuses attention on health and the environment,
and ESG (Environmental, Social, and
Governance) fund performance has
been resilient.”
“[Coronavirus] is giving us time to
reflect, restructure and rebuild towards a future which asks us to be
more conscious than ever before.”
“Brands do have an opportunity here
to pivot with purpose and to show
how they’re showing up ... in their
communities and for their consumers.”
“COVID-19 will fundamentally change
the way that fashion operates.”

HOW CAN ‘BIOTOURS’ HELP ME?
BIOTOURS are curated experiences designed to support your business’s
sustainability objectives.
They are designed to provide inspirational research; forge connections with
designers and influencers; unearth the trends; illuminate the possibilities and
provide tools to turn aims into application.
It might be a very specific brief - how can we reduce plastic in our delivery
packaging? How can we reduce the amount of virgin material in our
footwear? How can we make our buildings more carbon neutral? Or a
broader exploration - how might synthetic biology be useful to our business?
How do sustainability and wellness go together? How can we inspire our
product design teams to explore more sustainable alternatives?
To re-cap: we’re happy to work with you to schedule something for late 2020
and beyond, however we can also provide a more immediate digital service
via virtual meetings and bespoke reports.
All content packages are customised to you, but to give you a flavour of
what a tour might look like we’ve given an example of a tour responding to a
hypothetical broad brief:

“We want to inspire our product design teams to explore more sustainable
alternatives.”
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EG TOUR: PRODUCT DESIGN
DAY 1

9AM: BIO BREAKFAST

Sync up with nature with a welcome and
introduction over breakfast at London’s garden
paradise, Petersham Nurseries.

10.00am: INTRODUCTION TO BIODESIGN
@ OPEN CELL
Head to Open Cell, London’s first and only
community of bio-centric businesses. You’ll enjoy
an exclusive tour of the businesses working on
tomorrow’s next industry changing projects.

12.00PM: EAT MAKE-ABLE LUNCH
Enjoy a lunch where everything you eat and drink
can also become a bio material! Think Kombucha
(kombucha leather) and keffir (milk plastic).
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EG TOUR: PRODUCT DESIGN
DAY 1

1.30PM: INNOVATION WORKSHOPS

Split into groups and experiment with alternative
production methods from bacterial dyeing to
microbial weaving and plant-based leather-making.

5.00PM: COCKTAILS AND CONVERSATION
Make your own strawberry DNA aperitivo and master
the (very!) basics of genetics. We’ll be joined over
cocktails with businesses helping to drive Biodesign
from concept to commercial reality.

8.30PM ZERO-WASTE DINNER AT SILO
Finish the day with an exclusive dinner with the
Chef at SILO, the world’s first zero waste restaurant.
Head to an optional ‘Algorave’ in the evening.
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EG TOUR: PRODUCT DESIGN
DAY 2

8.00AM: BIOMEDITATION

Start the day with a restorative walk and understand
the relationship between body, nature and urban
environment with Biosay app.

9.00AM - BRUNCH BREAKOUT
Take some time to reflect on the previous day’s
activities over a locally-sourced brunch.

11.30AM - EXCLUSIVE VISIT TO THE INSTITUTE OF
MAKING
Visit this unique ‘future archive’ of materials.
Learn about some of the experiments and have
a play whilst thinking about potential applications.
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EG TOUR: PRODUCT DESIGN
DAY 2

1.30PM: ‘MUSHROOMS’ TOUR

Enjoy a private curators tour of the ‘Mushrooms’
exhibiton at Somerset House and explore how this
extraordinary material is revolutionising product
design and packaging.

2.30PM - CUSTOM CIRCULAR WORKSHOP
We’ll be special guest designers-in-residence at
Somerset Houses’ Makerversity with time to meet
the makers and work on your specific brief.

7.00PM - VIRTUAL REALITY NATURE AT
OTHERWORLD
Finish the day with an immersive experience, delving
into nature in another (virtual) dimension.
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YOUR CURATORS
BECKY LYON

BUD MOORE

Becky has 13 years experience delivering design
and culture focused activations, events,
installations and audience engagement for
international brands. She has delivered pop-up
exhibitions in Los Angeles for Oakley,
programmed a 10-month space for women for
adidas, curated ‘Ideas for Breakfast’ for W
Hotels and hosted art and music parties for
Heineken Group among many other projects.
She is a trends consultant for a number of
publications with a speciality in sustainable
futures, technology, materials and design.

Ceneic founder Bud Moore spent over 10 years
with pioneering design platform Designersblock,
organising, producing and communicating
exhibitions, projects and pop up shops and talks
in London, Milan and Birmingham, working with
cultural institutions, brands and government bodies.
Using transitional architecture spaces such as
factories, courts, swimming pools and trade halls
to create experiential exhibitions and experiences.
Prior to working in the design industry he worked
in commercial and marketing roles in television and
retail.
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WHO WE’VE WORKED WITH
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HOW CAN WE HELP?
If you’d like to find out more about how Biotours
can help address your business challenge (or
explore opportunities you didn’t even know
existed) let’s schedule a Zoom.
Stay safe!
Becky Lyon
becky@ceneic.co.uk +44 (0) 7828 644678
Bud Moore
bud@ceneic.co.uk +44 (0) 7828 773831
ceneic.co.uk
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